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V o Charge Parity 

SELECTION RULF~ FOR DECAYS 
Lecture 4 

Charles Goebel 
De_cember 27, 1955 

The Hamiltonian for interacting Fermion, photon, and pseudo-scalar 

charge~symmetric meson fields is invariant under the transformation 

¢1----'» ¢1 

952 ~-¢2 

¢3~¢3 
~ i.e. 

which is called charge conjugation. Its significant features are that charged 

particles are turned into their oppositely charged counterparts (charge conjugates 

or anti=particles are synonymous terms) and the electromagnetic field changes sign; 

the meaning of the invariance of the Hamiltonian is that positive and negative 

charge are equivalent. The eigenvalue of charge coqpgation is called charge parity, 

C. As with inversion, the square of charge conjugation is unity, ,•, C : +-1 or -L 

Obviously, only neutral systems can be eigenstates of charge conjugativn, 

for a charged s,ystem is not transformed into itself. To say it more formally, since 

the charge of the charge conjugated system is opposite, charge conjugation anti

commutes with charge: QC :: -CQ; and they commute (and thus can be simultaneom;ly 

diagonal) only if Q ~ 0. Further, even if.a system is neutral its anti-particle 

may be different, Le., there may be other conserved quantities which do not 

commute with C~ so that an eigenstate of them is not an eigenstate of C. For 

instance, the net number of baryons (or leptons) anticommutes with C. Therefore, 

if baryons are conserved, ioe., the (net) number of baryons is a good quantum 

number, C cannot also be diagonal, unless the number of baryons is zero. So 

neither a neutron nor a hydrogen atom ha.s a charge par:i'ty. 

In general, if' a neutral particle carries an,Y quantum. number beside~ 

energy; mofficntu~a and parity it cannot be an eigenstate of C, for its anti~particlo 
' 

--~·u:~ !"'.2Y'YY the opposite value of such a quantum numbe~r. and thus be differento 



Intr:i nsic .9harge Parity of N<:?.~ral Par~i~ 

Since under the charge conjugat.ion transformation ·~---;> --!~._ , p;IC ·..,0:1 •• 

C() :;-;; ~1. This irnra.ediately give.:. 

a selection rule for t•cay /into photons: a system >lith ~ :v;:n l charge parity M n 

decay into only an l :~:n \ number of photons. Similarly, ¢3 ~¢3 impl:'-es 

0 

are said to have odd intrinsic charge pa.rUy: 

that c
710 

: f 1~ \'rhich agrees with the experimental fact 1i --7 ((Y• 

Let us look into the formal reason why under charge coQMgation the5u 

fields transformed as they did. Each term of a field theor-,1 Hamiltonian must. be 

a scalar, iae., invariant, with respect to rotations and inversions; that is, a 

scalar like m must appear multiplying another scalar, a vector like a I !J ~ 
I' 

or ~ . must appear dotted into another vector, and so ono In particular, a 

coupling term of a Hamiltonian» which is composed of two or more different fields 1 

must be scalar; for instance, if one field enters as a vector, the other field 

(or fields) must form a vector. 

Now Boson fields are themselves tensor quantities: scalars, or 

vectors, etc.; spinor fields must be combined bilinearly to form tensor quantitjc3 

There are .five tensor quantities that can be formed (without derivatives) from 

Dirac sp:tnor fields: a scalar, a 4=vector, an anti=symme·t.ri.c tensor ( 11 6.~.,-ect.o.J:'u), 

a pseudo-·{ 11a.xial") vector, and a pseudo-scalar. These are listed by thdlr nm..e·,. o .. 

in e ·decay theory in the table, along with their construct.ion from t.he Dirac 

matrices, the).r number of components (aplit into space and time), and their 

behavior under space inversion and charge conjugation. Of course, the inversion 

behavior is reversed if the bilinear combination is formed from two S}.1inm:•s wit.h 

opposite parity. 'Further tensor quantit.ies can be constructed if we also use 

derivatives of the spinor fields, but the use of these j_n couplings is frowned 'lpo,,. 

aince derivatives lead to worse ultraviolet. divergence diff::tculties. 
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---------------
Tensorial - No. of Components Space Charge 
Quantity 7f ( ) 1f Inversion Conjugat:tcn 

----
s 1 1 1~ + 

v ~ (3 + 1) ( ' ·i-) ( , ) 

T ~~ (3 +- 3) (+ s ~) . ( -
' 

= ) 

A ~~~ (3.,.. 1) (+ 
' 

=) (+ 
' 

.j~ ) 

p 
~~~{(, 1 + 

(All indices Jnequal) 

===================================================================- ------~ -~ ~--- ---· ----
If "tje consider only couplings constructed of undiffsrentl.ated fields, 

then t.he charge parity of a neutral Boson coupled to Fermions is dete:r·mined by Us 

spin and parity. For ~nstance, a neutral scalar meson carlj'ing no quantum numbers 

(e.g. i~spin) must be coupled to S (by which we mean the coupling term of the 

Hamiltonian consists of the scalar field times S): and since S does not change 

sign under charge conjugation, the neutral scalar meson must have even charge 

parity. Similarly, neutral pseudo=vector and pseudo-scalar fields have even charge 

parity, and neutral vedtor has odd. Of course, if the Fermion after absorbing the 

meson has opposite parity then before, the apparent parity of the coupling is 

reversed. For instance, a pseudo-vector meson in such a case must be coupled to 

V (not A), so that it would have odd (not even) charge parity. 

If we consider also couplings containing differentj_ated .fields, then 

the charge· parity of a neutral field no longer follo1·1s uniquely from its spin and 

parity. But still, a neutral field, carrying no 11extra~spatial11 quantu.m nui'Itbers, 

must have a definite charge parity, and all of its coupling must be appropriate. 

For instance~ a scalar meson field cannot both be directly coupled to S, and its 

gradient be coupled to V, since S and V have opposite behavio:r. under charge 

conjugn.tion. 
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Char~ Parity of Neutral Systems 

A system of identical particles must have a certain exchange symmetry: 

for~instance, the wave function of a system of Fermions must change sign if any 

• two particles are exchanged, or eguivalentl;t if all the coordinates of any t~m are 

exchanged. Now a particle and its anti~particle have, in the usual sense, no 

exchange symmetr,y between them; they are different particles. But they can be 

regarded as being the same particle in different charge states; thus a system of 

particles and anti-particles must have symmetry under the exchange of all coord:i.nates ' 

of a pair, including charge coordinates. 

Now, if we have.a system of a particle and its anti=pa.rticle~ cha?ge 

conjugation exchanges their charge coordinates. Thus the pair has a charge parity 

determined by the requirement that the product of the sign change due to the 

exchange of all other coordinates (space, spin, e·iico) times C must be ~!, .t for 

\ Bbso~s l 0 We can state this as a general rule: · if the particle and anti
)Fernuons ~ 

particle are in a state fpossible ~ (of the fright l symmetry) for bvo 

l 
~.forbidden ' wrong ) 

C= \+_11 particles, l 
- + , ;e 

Ex.amEle 1J. 
0singlet·= 

Positronium, consisting of e e , has Ctriplet. :: =.._=) ~ 
i ~ 

(-) o Nota that exchange of space coordinates {giving a factor (=)...,.) 

is not the same thing as imrersion. Actually, of course, ,( is not a good quantturt 

number, although 6' , S, and C are. Thus it would be more exact to write 

Ctriplet = (:j> , Csinglet :: :..,~ . • Thus for triplet positronium, the. numbex• oi.' 

{ eoav.den) for f odevde.n) photons it can decay into is l ~ 7. ) parity; and vice versa. for 

singlet. Of course practically, one only see the lowest (S-) states decay: the 

singlet into tl".ro phot.ons, the triplet into three. 

2) 
J 

A spin J neutral Boson 1-:hich decays into 2 1t ~ s must have C :: (.~) • 

3) A spin one; C ;;;; "} 1, Boson (for inst.ance a } 1 + f coupled to A) .mu.st 

decay in a~1 even number of phot,ons, but not ttio,<;. beca.u.se of angular momentu.m 
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4) Consider a. 0-0 transition betueen two levels several Hev apart (for 

example, the first exited to the ground state of o16). Since one photon decay is 

forbidden, the radiation emitted will most likely be either two photons or an 

electron=positron pair. Let us consider the latter case. The pair will most 

likely be produced b;y a single virtual photon;- since each additional virtual photon 

reduces the matrix element by ~ e2 = 1/137; thus the pair will be in a 
3 1 

C = =1 state, ioe. s1, P
1

, 3 
In fact the state will be s1, 

1 3 
P 

1
, or D

1 
since a virtual photon, like a real photon, has spin om~ (but, lvith 

no restriction on its orien. tation). Thus t;; f _+ j for ~ singlet ( 
U pair ~ ( ( triplet) 

spin state. The spinless particle must be in a P=wave relative to the pair, 

[to add to the jpai:r = 1 to yield total J = o] ; this contributes a 

C> - 1 Thus the total parity is ~ = ~ _+- ) for ) triplet l spin 
Q orbital-=· 2 J ( i 1 LJ 

·state, which is thus '~he decay mode for ) .no l parity change ba:w::n
6

~he two l yea) 
j :;: 0 states. 

•• 




